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Abstract
Abstract—Data sets – both structured & unstructured, which are so large and complex that processing it using database
management tools or traditional applications to derive analytical insights becomes difficult. Capturing, storage, internal search,
sharing, predictive analysis and visualization are some of the ma jor tasks being performed on such data sets. With the increa sing
amount of data generated by social sharing platforms & apps, the proce ss of data reduction has become inevitable. It involves
compressing the data being generated & storing it in a data storage environment. In computer networks, these techniques have
played a pivot role in increasing storage efficiency and reduced computatio nal costs. In this paper, data reduction algorithms have
been applied on NSL-KDD dataset. The output of data reduction algorithm is given as an input to two classification algorithms i.e.
PART and Random Forest. The aim is to find out which data reduction technique proves to be useful in enhancing the performance of
the classification algorithm. Performance is compared on factors like precision, sensitivity and accuracy.

Index Terms: Data Reduction, NSL-KDD, Cfs Subset Eval, Gain Ratio Attribute Eva, Info Gain Attribute Eval, OneR
Attribute Eval, Wrapper Subset Eval Classification etc.
--------------------------------------------------------------------- *** -----------------------------------------------------------------------1. INTRODUCTION
As the Web rapidly evolves, people are beco ming increasingly
enthusiastic about interacting, sharing and collaborating
through social networks, mobile apps & collaborative media.
Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter have become an internet
phenomenon causing the size of the social Web to expand
exponentially. The d istillation of knowledge fro m such a large
amount of unstructured informat ion, however, is an extremely
difficult task, as the contents of today’s Web are perfectly
suitable for human consumption, but remain hardly accessible
to machines. Big social data analysis grows out of this need
and it includes disciplines such as social network analysis,
mu ltimed ia management, social med ia analytics, trend
discovery, and opinion mining. Data reduction algorithms
reduce massive data-sets to a manageable s ize without
signiﬁcant loss of informat ion. The main motivating factors
for data reduction are removing redundancy and reducing
complexity with respect to live network acquisition [2].
Threebasicoperationsindatareduction
processare:deletea
column,deletearow,andreducethe
numberofcolu mn.
The
benefitof
datareduct ion
techniquesIproposeincreasesasthedatasetsthemselves become
increasingly
large
and
complexand
helps
reducecosts.Ihavetaken
abroadview
oflargequalitative
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datasets,aiming tohighlight trends,relationshipsorassociations
forfurtheranalysis, withoutlossofanyinformat ion[3].
Therecentadvances indatacollection andstoragecapabilities
have proven to be very effective in conquering storage
scalability challenges. For ex. the warehouse at Facebook
stores upwards of 300 PB of Hive data, with an incoming daily
rate of about 600 TB. Facebook uses Hive, a query engine
based on Corona Map-Reduce used for processing and creating
large tables. Data that is loaded into tables in the warehouse is
primarily stored using Record-Columnar File Format (RCFile).
RCFile is a hybrid columnar storage format that is designed to
provide the compression efficiency of a columnar storage
format, while still allowing for row-based query processing. The
core idea is to partition Hive table data first horizontally into
row groups, then vertically by columns so that the columns are
written out one after the other as contiguous chunks. In
addition,The HortonWorks engineering team designed and
implemented
ORCFile’s
on-disk
representation
and
reader/writer &used different codecs and compression levels for
different columns, storing additional statistics and exposing
these to query engines.

2. DATA REDUCTION
Datareductionisthe
reductionofmultitudinousamountsof
datadowntothemeaningfulparts.
Therearethreedatareductionstrategies:
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2.1 Dimensionality Reduction
It involves convertingdataofveryhighdimensionalityinto that
with lowerd imensionalitysuchthateachofthe lowerdimensions
conveysmuchmorein formation[5].
Heuristicmethodscombiningforwardselection
and
backwardelimination are also a part of this process. [6].

2.2 Clustering
Clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in such a
way that objects in the same g roup (called cluster) are mo re
similar to each other than others. It is used for exploratory
data min ing and stastical analysis in fields like retail,
manufacturing, bio informat ics etc. Clustering is ineffective if
data is “smeared”[7].

2.3 Sampling
It is used in conjunction with skewed data.It involves
obtaining a small samp le to represent the whole data set
allo wing a min ing algorith m to run in co mplexity that is
potentially sub-linear to the size of the data. Key principle o f
sampling is based on choosing a representative subset of the
dataset. Simple random sampling may have poor performance
in the presence of skew.
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the informat ion gain that reduces its bias on high -branch
attributes. Gain rat io should be large when data is evenly
spread and small when all data belongs to one branch. It takes
the number and size of branches into account when choosing
an attribute.
It corrects the info rmation gain by taking the intrinsic
informat ion of a split into account (i.e. how much info do we
need to tell which branch an instance belongs to). Importance
of attribute decreases as intrinsic information gets larger [13,
14].

3.2 CfsSubset Attribute Evaluator:
CFS evaluates the worth of a subset of attributes by
considering the individual p redictive ability of each feature
along with the degree of redundancy between
them.
Correlation coefficients are used to estimate correlation
between subset of attributes and class, as well as inter correlations between the features. Relevance of a group of
features grows with the correlation between features and
classes, and decreases with growing inter-correlation. CFS is
used to determine the best feature subset and is usually
combined with search strategies such as forward selection,
backward elimination, bi-directional search, best-first search
and genetic search [13].

3.3 Information Gain Attribute Evaluator:
Info GainAttributeEval evaluates the worth of an attribute by
measuring the informat ion gain with respect to the class where
H is the informat ion entropy. It is widely used standard feature
selection method. Its disadvantage is that it does not take into
account feature interaction. The info rmation gain measure is
used to select the test attribute at each node. The
informat ion gain measure prefers to select attributes
having a large nu mber of values [15].

3.4 Wrapper Subset Evaluator:

Fig 1: DataReduction and ClassificationProcess

The Wrapper approach depends on the classifier that should be
used with the resulting attribute subset. Wrapper methods
evaluate subsets by running the classifier on the training
data, using only the attributes of the subset. The better the
classifier performs, usually based on cross -validation, the
better is the selected attribute set. One normally uses the
classification-accuracy as the score for the subset. Though this
technique has a long history in pattern recognition, introduced
the term wrapper that is now co mmon ly used [16].

3. DATA REDUCTION TECHNIQUES
Therearefive
follo ws:

main datareductiontechnique which are as

3.1 Gain Ratio Attribute Evaluator:
It evaluates the worth of an attribute by measuring the gain
ratio with respect to the class. Gain rat io is a modificat ion of
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3.5 OneR Attribute Evaluator:
Rule based algorithms provide ways to generate compact,
easy-to-interpret, and accurate rules by concentrating on a
specific class at a time Class for Evaluating attributes
individually by using the OneR classifier. OneR is a simp le
and very effective data reduction algorith m wh ich is
frequently used in data min ing applications. OneR is the
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simp lest approach to finding a classification rule as it
generates one level decision tree. OneR constructs rules and
tests a single attribute at a time and branch for every value of
that attribute. For every branch, the class with the best
classification is the one occurring most often in the training
data [17].

4. RELATED WORK
Tao et al [1] p roposed the Manifold learning algorith m Based
Network Forensic System. Manifold learn ing is a recent
approach to nonlinear dimensionality reduction. The idea
behind man ifold learning is that dimensionality of many data
sets is only artificially high. Each man ifo ld learning algorith m
used a different geo metrical p roperty of the underlying
man ifold.
Willetty et al [4] p roposed Data Reduction Techniques with
the goal of co mparing how an increasing level of co mpression
affects the performance of SVM-type classifiers. Several data
reduction techniques are applied to three datasets (WDBC,
Ionosphere and PHM). The comparison of these techniques
was based on how well the data can be classified by an SVM
or PSVM (linear and nonlinear versions for each) at
decreasing number of co mponents retained..
Fodo et al [9] proposed a survey of dimension reduction
techniques. He said that some co mputationally expensive
novel methods can construct predictive models with high
accuracy fro m high-d imensional data.

5. CLASSIFICATION
Classification is a data min ing task that maps the data into
predefined groups & classes. It is also called as supervised
learning. It consists of two steps:

5.1 Model Construction
It consists of set of predetermined classes. Each tuples/sample
is assumed to belong to a predefined class. The set of tuples
used for model construction is training set. The model is
represented as classification rules, decision trees, or
mathematical formula.
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result fro m the model. Accuracy rate is the percentage of test
set samples that are correctly classified by the model.
Classification maps a data item into one of several pre defined categories. These algorith ms normally output
"classifiers", for examp le, in the form of decision trees or
rules. There are many types of classifiers are available like
tree, bayes, function rule. Basic aim of classifier is predict the
appropriate class [19].

a) Random Forest:
Random forest is a powerful approach to data exploration,
data analysis and predictive modeling. It is an ensemb le
method wh ich uses recursive partitioning to generate many
trees and then aggregate the results. Using a bagging
technique, each tree is independently constructed using a
bootstrap sample of the data.
Table1.NSL-KDD DatasetAttri butes
TotalAttributes
Duration

su_attempted

same_srv_rate

protocol_type

num_root

diff_srv_rate

service

num_file_creation

srv_diff_host_rate

flag

num_shells

dst_host_count

src_byte

num_access_file

dst_host_srv_count

land

num_outbound
cmds
is_host_login

wrong_fragment

is_gust_login

dst_host_same_src_port_rate

urgent

count

dst_host_srv_diff_host_rate

hot

srv_count

dst_host_serror_rate

num_failed_login

serror_rate

dst_host_srv_serro_rate

loggedin

srv_serror_rate

dst_host_rerror_rate

num_compromised

rerror_rate

dst_host_srv_rerror_rate

root_shell

srv_rerror_rate

class

dst_byte

dst_host_same_srv_rate
dst_host_diff_srv_rate

5.1 Model Usage
This model is used for classifying future or unknown objects.
The known label of test sample is compared with the classified
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TableII. Attri butes after applying differentdatareduction algorithms

Volume(Mb)

20.4

Cfs Subset
Eval
10.8

No. ofSelecte dAttributes

42

06

17

19

28

36

NO .ofUnpotential
Attributes

0

36

25

23

14

6

FULLDATASET

b) PART(ProjectiveAdaptive ResonanceTheory):
PARTis anInstance-based learnerusinganentropicdistance
measure
[21].ThePA RTalgorith mdevelopedinisbased
ontheassumptions
thatthemodelequationsofPART(a
largescaleandsingularlyperturbedsystem
ofd ifferential
equationscoupledwitha
resetmechanism)havequite
regularco mputational performancedescribedbythe following
dynamical
behaviors,
duringeachlearningtrial
whena
constantinputisimposed.

5. EXPERIMENTSANDRESULTS
WEKAtoolisusedforexperiment,formally
called
WaikatoEnviron ment
forKnowledgeLearning.
WEKAsupports many differentstandard datamining tasks
suchasdata preprocessing, classificat ion,clustering,regression,
visualizat ion
andfeatureselection.WEKAoperatesonthe
predicationthatthe userdataisavailableasa flatfile or relation.
KDDcup-99datasetisusedforexperimentalevaluation,
Mostpatternclassification methodsare notableto process

GainRatio
Attribute Eval
10

Info Gain
Attribute Eval
11.8

OneRAttr
ibute Eval
14.7

Wrappe rSubse t
Eval
16.9

tonumeric-valued
attributesandsecondstepimp lemented
scaling[22].KDDhave42attributes.Theseareshownin table1.
Table2consists
oftheselectedattributes
afterapplying
datareductionalgorithms overcompletedatasetandthe volume
thedataset
is
reducedto.
Each
algorith m
hasdifferentno.ofattributes basedontheirevaluation criteria.
Now the main task is tofindout which classification
algorith mgivesbetterresultsfordatareductionoverNSLKDDdataset.Forthis
purposewehaveimplementedtwowellknownclassificationalgorith msPARTandRando mFo rest
and
tried to find out over whichdata reductionalgorith m
outputthesetwoalgorithms
givesbetterresultsintermsof
accuracy, sensitivityandspecificity.FigIIcontains theoutput
ofdatareduction
algorith ms.Nu mberofselectedattributesis
thengivenasaninputtoclassificationalgorith m.

Fig 2.No.of Selected attributes afterapplying data re ductionalgorithm
datain sucha format. Hence pre- processingwasrequired.
Pre-p rocessing
consisted
of
two
steps:firststepinvolvedmappingsymbolic-valuedattributes
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Table 3. Results for Different Cl assification Algorithm

datasetshowsthatOneRattribute

studyontheNSL-KDD

Fig 3. Analyzing best Data Reducti on Algorithm

6. CONCLUSION
Data
reductionalgorithmsreduce
massivedata-setto
a
manageable
sizewithoutsigniﬁcantlossofinformation
represented by theoriginaldata. Theattributeselection methods
ofdatareduction
techniqueshelptoidentifysomeof
the
impo rt ant attributes, thusreducing the me mo ry requirement
aswellasincreasethespeedofexecut ion.The
purposeofthisexperimental
wo rkistofindoutwhichdata
reduction
algorith mgivesbetterresults
in
big
datasets.Theworkwas
carried
outintwophases.Firstphasewastoreducethed ataset
andselectpotential
attributesthatwillbegivenasaninputto
second phase. In second phase the two classification
algorith ms,PA RTandRandomForest
were
introduced.
Thenonthebasisofoutputfrom
classification
algorith ms,
comparison was done to find out which data
reduction algorith m outperformed intheexperiment. The
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evaluation
techniques.

provestobethebestamongallthedatareduction
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